
The Brighton CSD’s PTSA and school district leaders came up with a great idea to lift the 
senior class’ spirits and try to make this year a little special for them.  Signs are being 
created for each of the seniors to put on their front lawns congratulating them on their 
graduation.  They don’t know this yet, but school vans will be on the road in the next 
couple of weeks to post the signs on their lawns.

Tom Hyman, Transportation Supervisor at Brighton CSD in Rochester, NY didn’t come up 
with the idea but he’s the man who’s figured out the best way to get them delivered and 
created the routes for his drivers.  Being a long time IT guy, he knows his way around 
software pretty well, but loves Transfinder’s support team who are always there to help 
him out and show him some tricks on the back end of the software.  “There’s always a 
way to move things around and get software to do what you want it to.”

Tom knew he needed to create a new database but wasn’t quite sure how to efficiently 
unassign the seniors, so they’d show up as blue dots on his map and he could start  
making his door-to-door’s.  He called Transfinder’s technical support and learned a 
couple of new tricks to help him along.

To unassign the seniors he had to bring up the student records and go to Edit records.  
He did a Global Replace which brought up a drop down so he could unassign. All of the 
seniors then became the blue dots he needed to see on his map.

The cool thing was he could then just lasso a group, so their records would show up 
on the left and he could create a house stop.  He did 3 of these groups, so there would 
roughly be about 97 in each.  Each lassoed group of students who were now house  
stops he easily had the system create a route hitting each one, and then hand off to  
his drivers.

Another great thing the district did, which we’ve seen happen in many, is they also did a 
parade, but it was through the entire district for all students. There were 220 cars with 
police escort and firetrucks who went down half of all the streets throughout the entire 
area and apartment complexes.  The district emailed parents to let them know which 
streets they would be going down so they could go to the streets and watch.  In all the 
parade lasted 2 ½ hours.
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